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Abstract

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Epitaxial YBa Cu O YBCO thin films on 110 NdGaO and 100 CeO ´ 1102 Al O substrates were studied2 3 7yx 3 2 2 3

with X-ray diffraction methods, orientation features of film twinning were determined. Films on both substrates were mainly
˚ Ž . Ž .c-oriented with cs11.67 A. Orthorhombic structure of NdGaO results in increase of the angle between 110 and 1103

twinning planes in YBCO films to 90.208 and in difference in volume of two twin domain systems. About 60% of YBCO
² : ² :film on CeO ´Al O substrates show no twinning. The lattice direction 1102 of the Al O substrate and 100 of the2 2 3 2 3

CeO film were inclined by 0.158; this inclination can result from high lattice mismatch between CeO film and Al O2 2 2 3
² : ² :substrate. The 001 direction of the YBCO film was inclined to 1102 Al O direction only by 0.068. The spread of2 3

Ž .in-substrate-plane misorientation in CeO film of 1.658 was also higher than that of the YBCO film 1.228 . q 2000 Elsevier2

Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Modern technology of deposition of the supercon-
Ž .ductive YBa Cu O YBCO thin films provides2 3 7yx

films of crystal structure close to the structure of
single crystals. Most results on high-T supercon-c

ducting thin films were obtained with YBCO grown
with the c-axis normal to the surface of different
substrates. Similar to single crystals, twinning in

� 4 ² :c-oriented films occurs on the 110 r 110 scheme
w xwith an angle of twinning about 18 1,2 . The type of

twinning structure of YBCO films is correlated with
the structure of the substrate. In order to interpret the

) Corresponding author. Tel.: q7-95-913-224; fax: q7-96-576-
4111.

transport property such as the critical current density,
the twin structure in the a–b plane is very important.

We present results of comparative studies of twin-
ning structure in two c-oriented YBCO films on
Ž . Ž . Ž .110 NdGaO and 100 CeO ´ 1102 Al O sub-3 2 2 3

strates with similar property.

2. Experimental

˚Ž .YBCO films 1000–1500 A thick were deposited
with the DC-sputtering of a stoichiometric YBCO

w x Ž .target at high oxygen pressure 3 on 110 NdGaO3

and r-cut sapphire substrates. Sapphire substrates
˚Ž .were covered with a thin 300 A cerium oxide

Ž .CeO buffer layer to prevent aluminium diffusion2

from the substrate into the film. The deposition

0921-4534r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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conditions of CeO provided formation of the buffer2
Ž .layer in 001 orientation. The film deposition pa-
Žrameters substrate temperature, oxygen pressure, and

.discharge current density were optimised to obtain
best superconducting properties of the resulting film.

X-ray studies were performed using Siemens D500
and DRON-3M diffractometer systems. Both sym-
metric and asymmetric diffraction geometries were
used. To study twinning in c-oriented YBCO films,
it is necessary to observe reflections from crystallo-

Ž .graphic planes, tilted to 001 planes. The chosen
Ž . Ž .103 and 113 reflections are of the most intensive
reflections in the YBCO structure.

Relative positions of diffraction peaks from corre-
sponding planes provide the twinning angle value

and the value of the angle between substrate and
YBCO crystallographic planes. These angles were
calculated using

dsacos g qbsin g , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .

where d — measured misorientation angle between
Ž .film grains twin domains , a and b — angles of

misorientation between these grains in selected mu-
tually perpendicular planes, g — angle between
planes corresponding to d and a . a and b axes
were chosen in substrate plane and normal to sub-
strate surface.

Grain misorientation spread is present in two
perpendicular directions: normal to the substrate sur-

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction u–2u scans of c-oriented YBCO films on 110 NdGaO a and on 1102 Al O with 100 CeO buffer layer3 2 3 2
Ž .b .
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face and in the substrate plane. Values of this de-
composition can be found as follows

Dd 2 sDa 2cos2 x qDb 2 sin2 x , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .

where Dd — angle of grain misorientation spread
from the d axis, Da and Db — grain misorienta-
tion spread angles from the mutually perpendicular
axes, x — angle between axes d and a .

3. Results and discussion

X-ray diffraction ur2u-scans of the YBCO films
Ž . Ž . Ž .on 110 NdGaO and on 001 CeO ´ 1102 Al O3 2 2 3

are presented on Fig. 1. The obtained films were
epitaxial with the c-axis oriented normal to the sub-

Ž .strate c-oriented film .
ŽFilm lattice parameters were determined using 0

. Ž . Ž .0 13 , 3 0 10 , and 0 3 10 reflections. Values
˚ ˚ ˚Ž . Ž . Ž .as3.827 1 A, bs3.889 1 A, cs11.674 2 A

Ž .were found for films on 110 NdGaO , while on3
˚Ž .CeO ´Al O , these were as3.830 2 A, bs2 2 3

˚ ˚Ž . Ž .3.880 2 A, cs11.670 2 A. Low c parameter level
w xsupposes high oxygen contents in both films 4,5 .

( )3.1. YBCO film twinning on 110 NdGaO3

Ž .u-scan diffraction pattern in vicinity of 113
YBCO film reflection is shown on Fig. 2 and pre-
sents a distinctive picture of YBCO twinning. The
obtained pattern can be arithmetically decomposed
into four diffraction curves. A and AX curves of this
decomposition correspond to different twinning sys-

Ž .tems of 110 plane, B curve results from other two
Ž .twinning orientation on 110 plane, showing no

Ž .splitting, and C curve corresponds to 020 NdGaO3

planes. Relative peak positions reflect misorientation
of corresponding planes. Diffraction patterns Fig. 2
allow determination of mutual orientation of NdGaO3

Ž .and YBCO atomic planes Fig. 3a as well as mutual
orientations of twinning parts. Twinning angle was

Ž .calculated using Eq. 1 , where g is the angle be-
Ž . Ž .tween 113 and 110 planes in the YBCO lattice,

gs358. For the investigated YBCO film on NdGaO3
Žwe obtain bs08 and ds1.398 angle between A

Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. X-ray diffraction u-scans axis of 113 reflection of c-oriented YBCO films on 110 NdGaO . On the insert: scheme of the3

experiment.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. a Scheme of atomic planes of YBCO film on 110
Ž .NdGaO substrate. b Scheme of mutual location of atoms in3

Ž . Ž .001 YBCO plane and in 110 NdGaO planes.3

X .and A peaks and a — double twinning angle . This
gives a twinning angle of 0.858, corresponding to

˚a–bs0.057 A. The a–b value calculated from lat-
˚tice parameters gives 0.061 A in good agreement

with the previous evaluation.
Ž .Application of Eq. 1 in a similar way allows

evaluation of the angle between twinning YBCO
planes from mutual positions of A, AX, and B peaks,

equal to 90.208. Such discrepancy from 908 was also
w xobserved in Ref. 2 in YBCO film on NdGaO . The3

increase of the angle between twinning planes can be
explained by symmetry of NdGaO lattice. Lattice in3
Ž .110 plane of NdGaO is close to tetragonal with3

Ž . Ž .angle between 111 and 001 planes of 44.948

Žmeasured NdGaO lattice parameters were as3
˚ ˚ ˚Ž . Ž . Ž . .5.428 2 A, bs5.499 2 A, cs7.711 3 A .

Knowledge of NdGaO and YBCO lattice param-3

eters allows determination of mutual atom positions
Ž . Ž .in the 001 plane of the film and 110 plane of the

Ž .substrate Fig. 3b . Distance between the M atom of
the A film twin orientation and N substrate atom
corresponds to distance between the K atom of the
AX film twin orientation and the same N substrate
atom. These distances can be calculated and are

˚ ˚R s0.047 A and R s0.063 A, correspondingly.1 2

With increase of the twin domain size, the discrep-
ancy between film and substrate atom positions will
increase also. This strain will increase faster for the
AX twin domain, resulting in smaller size of the twin
domain. This effect can be seen in Fig. 2: the ratio of
A and AX peak amplitudes, corresponding to the
volume of the different twin domain systems, is
about 1.7. The evaluation of the volume ratio can be

Ž .2given as R rR s1.8, that is close to the experi-2 1

mentally observed value.

( ) ( )3.2. YBCO film twinning on 001 CeO ´ 11022

Al O2 3

ur2u-scans of YBCO films on Al O with CeO2 3 2
Ž .buffer layer showed only 00 l peak family, suppos-

Ž .ing absence of a-oriented grains Fig. 1 . Presence
of b-orientation can be checked by comparison of

Ž . w xrelative intensities of the 00 l reflections 6 . The
Ž . Ž . Ž .010 and 020 reflections will increase the 003

Ž .and 006 peak intensities from the theoretically
calculated values for totally c-oriented film. This will

Ž . Ž .result in change of the intensity ratios I 005 rI 003
Ž . Ž .and I 005 rI 006 , compared with the theoretical

values. In our case, the difference between observed
w xintensity ratios and theoretical for xs0.1 7 is

negligible, so probably b-orientation is also absent in
the studied film.

Twinning in YBCO films on Al O with CeO2 3 2

buffer layer does not reveal in the distinctive split-
Ž .ting Fig. 4b . Diffraction curves are more narrow
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. a X-ray diffraction u-scans of 103 reflection of YBCO
Ž .c-oriented films on 110 NdGaO . A and B correspond to two3

Ž . Ž .twin orientations for different 110 and 110 twinning planes. C
Ž . Ž .peak corresponds to diffraction from 112 NdGaO planes. b3

Ž .X-ray diffraction u-scans of 103 reflection of c-oriented YBCO
Ž . Ž .films on 1102 Al O with 100 CeO buffer layer.2 3 2

than for YBCO films on NdGaO , if we suppose3

merging of twin peaks into one broad peak. The
Ž .n hkl reflection width does not change with the

increase of n, supposing broadening of the curve
mainly due to grain misorientation, rather then size

w xof domains or film defects 8 .
The obtained X-ray diffraction curve was anal-

ysed in supposition of presence of twinned and not
twinned YBCO phases in the studied film. Ratio of
twinned and not twinned phase volumes, film grain
misorientation angle, and parameter of orthorombic-
ity have been varied. The best approximation was

˚obtained with lattice parameters as3.830 A, bs
˚ ˚3.880 A, cs11.670 A, 1.18 misorientation angle

Ž .and 40% part of the film twinned Fig. 5 . Similar
calculation of twinned phase concentration was per-
formed for films containing a-oriented inclusions.
The a-oriented inclusions gave contribution into the
not twinned phase reflections.

Presence of the not twinned phase in 100% c-ori-
ented film can be explained by following possible
reasons.

Ž .a The interface between twins can be broadened,
and transformation from one twin orientation into
another can form a phase with smaller twinning

w xangle 9 .

Fig. 5. X-ray diffraction u-scans of YBCO c-oriented film on
Ž . Ž . Ž .1102 Al O with 100 CeO buffer layer, 103 reflection.2 3 2

Solid line — theoretical calculation in supposition of 40% twinned
film and 1.18 grain misorientation; dotted line — 100% and 1.18;
dashed line — 100% and 0.88.

Ž .b The size of CeO grain is smaller than size of2
˚Ž .a twin domain in the YBCO film about 500 A . In

this case, the size of YBCO grains will be deter-
mined by the CeO grain size and twinning in such2

small grains will be hardly probable.
Ž .X-ray diffraction u-scans of 005 YBCO and

Ž .200 CeO reflections are shown on Fig. 6. Deposi-2

Ž . Ž .Fig. 6. X-ray diffraction u-scans of 200 CeO reflection a,c2
Ž . Ž . Ž .and 005 YBCO b,d in symmetric diffraction geometry. a,b
Ž .and c,d scans were obtained after rotation of the sample 908 in

substrate plane. CeO deposition temperature 7708C. Dashed lines2
Ž . Ž .— position of normal to substrate 0.08 and positions of 1102

Al O .2 3
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Ž .Fig. 7. X-ray diffraction u-scans of YBCO´CeO ´Al O film. a2 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1120 Al O reflection; b 111 CeO reflection, x s558; c2 3 2
Ž .103 YBCO reflection, x s458.

tion temperature is 7708C for CeO and 6958C for2

YBCO. Two diffraction scans in perpendicular direc-
tions are necessary to determine an unambiguous
orientation and misorientation spread parameters of

Ž .the film Fig. 6a–d . Analysis of these diffraction
Ž .patterns shows that 1102 Al O direction is tilted2 3

Ž .from the substrate normal by 0.98. The main 001
Ž .direction of YBCO is inclined by 0.068 and 100
Ž .CeO direction is inclined by 0.158 to the 11022

Al O direction. Position of normal to substrate2 3

corresponds to the dotted line on Fig. 6. Misorienta-
tion of grains can be evaluated as peak width on
X-ray diffraction patterns Fig. 6a–d, and was equal
both for YBCO film and for CeO buffer layer in all2

Ž . Ž .scan directions 0.82–0.838 . Applying Eq. 2 for
diffraction patterns Fig. 6a–c and Fig. 7 grain mis-
orientation in substrate plane can be calculated, be-
ing 1.658 for CeO buffer layer and 1.18–1.298 for2

Ž .YBCO film. Incomplete 40% twinning of YBCO
films results in uncertainty in the grain orientation

w xspread calculation 10 . The YBCO grain orientation
differs for different twin domain systems, increasing
observed reflection width by 0.18. Actual misorienta-
tion is smaller than calculated value of 1.188–1.298.
The misorientation of YBCO film is sufficiently
smaller than that of CeO buffer layer; this effect2

can be explained if seeding of YBCO occurs only on
CeO grains of some certain orientation.2

4. Conclusions

Twin structure and domain orientations of the
Ž . Ž .YBCO films on 110 NdGaO and 1003

Ž .CeO ´ 1102 Al O were been investigated. Com-2 2 3

parison of twinning structures of YBCO films with
close crystallographic parameters, but on these dif-
ferent substrates shows particularities resulting from
the nature of substrates. Twinning orientation fea-

Ž .tures of the YBCO film on 110 NdGaO correlated3

with symmetry substrate.
Presence of the not twinned phase in c-oriented

Ž . Ž .100 CeO ´ 1102 Al O film can be helpful to2 2 3

possibility of reducing twinning degrees and quantity
of twinning borders in large part of film.

Study of mutual orientations of layers in
YBCO´CeO ´Al O heterostructures reveals incli-2 2 3

nations of crystallographic planes between neighbour
layers. Grain misorientation spread from the sub-
strate normal is equal for all layers, but in substrate
plane spread of grain misorientation is greater for the
buffer CeO layer. This effect proves significant2

influence of the sapphire substrate on the YBCO
film. Further studies are necessary to find out the
nature of this substrate–film interaction.
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